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Our world has changed, and hybrid remote working is here to stay. This has always been a talking
point for businesses, and now the global pandemic has made it a reality.
Historically, invoice capture and accounts payable automation has been a “nice to have” functionality
as the old manual processes “worked” and there were always more important priorities.

Your customer’s challenge
In the new hybrid working world, every manual accounts payable process has been permanently
broken and while AP departments innovated to get around this over the past 18 months, it has
caused a long list of challenges:
A lot more work for accounts payable staff (adding headcount is not an option)
More work for everyone outside finance (senior management) which is very unwelcome, and
they are demanding action from the CFO
The entire process is taking too long
Late supplier payments are impacting supply
Duplicate invoice payments are damaging cash flow (and embarrassing the CFO)
Lack of checks and balances is increasing successful fraud
Management accounts are late at a time when this information is vital
Cash flow reporting is late at a time when cash flow has become king
The CFO is under huge pressure to resolve the problem – even if that means changing their
accounting software
The CFO’s first port of call is their accounting software provider, asking the question of what you
can deliver to solve their issues.

The implications of saying “No.”
Are your sales and customer services staff aware of the risk of saying no? Because if they do, the
CFO’s next step is to find a competitive solution that does what they need it to, fully supported by
the senior management team.
Just as important, are your sales staff aware of the importance of this question in a new sales
engagement?
It is increasingly likely this capability is the reason businesses are changing their software, and
saying no will get you qualified out immediately, irrespective of your other strengths.
Digital Invoice capture and accounts payable automation are now a “must-have” functionality to
both keep and win new business and that is not going to change.
It has become a strategic requirement for every accounting software author and their channel in
order to remain competitive.
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Your solution
At Compleat, our goal is to enable you to say YES!
Compleat has been designed from scratch for partnerships with accounting software / ERP authors
and their partner channel in mind.
We deliver our partners a long-term significant Annual Recurring Revenue (ARR) subscription
income that increases the value of your business, while also offering “clear blue water”
differentiation from your competitors to help you win more new customers, while retaining your
existing customers.
But one size does not fit all, either for our partners or the customers they serve.
We offer our partners a “menu” of applications that can be provided in isolation or as part of a
strategic customer journey over time.
Digital invoice capture
- Literally “plug and play” for both you and your customers
- Invoice header and line-level data that transforms processing speed, accuracy and delivers
detailed spend analysis reporting
- Any language, every currency
Accounts payable automation
- The most advanced approval workflow automation available
- Accessible from any device
Fully integrated online buying from ANY vendor website
- Including Amazon Business
- Set up and enabled in minutes
Advanced Spend Analytics that enhance your GL reporting
- Adding Spend Category Analysis dimension to help identify and deliver savings
- Often doubling customer ARR revenues in the second and subsequent years
- Including Carbon Sustainability reporting
Extracting your ERP PO / receipting data
- to undertake automated invoice capture and 3 way match capability
- updating your ERP on final approval
White-label option
- Simplifying the sales engagement
Advanced open API
- Simplifying tight, real-time integration
Competitively priced with excellent ongoing partner margins
- For as long as you remain a partner
If you have 60 customers or more and sell at least ten new customers per annum, we would love to
discuss how we can help you.

Get in touch today
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Empowering businesses to
achieve the extraordinary.

Contact Compleat here...
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